What is Quizzes4All?
Quizzes4All provides access to hundreds of online, classroom quizzes, all of which are ready to administer to students at school or in their homes. The quizzes are available through Scantron’s online Achievement Series platform. The quizzes are designed to be quick “checks” of student progress toward mastery of College and Career Readiness standards. Teachers can select the quizzes that are aligned to the specific topics or standards they are teaching, in order to monitor student progress.

What content is covered in the Quizzes4All quizzes?
The lists below show the grade levels and the strands, or topics, covered by the quizzes. More details can be provided by your Client Program Manager.

Mathematics Grades 1–8
- Expressions and Equations
- Functions
- Geometry
- Measurement and Data
- Number and Operations
- Operations and Algebraic Thinking
- Ratios and Proportional Relationships
- Statistics and Probability
- The Number System

English Language Arts, Grades K–8
- Foundational Skills
- Language
- Reading for Information
- Reading Literary Texts

Science, Grades K–High School
- Earth Science
- Engineering Design
- Life Science
- Physical Science

How many items are on each quiz?
Each quiz contains 15 items.

How much time do these quizzes take?
Each quiz is designed to take approximately 15 minutes.

Are the quizzes timed?
No.

What will students need for taking these quizzes?
Students must have access to a supported device and to the internet.

How do teachers select the quizzes and administer them to students?
Scantron offers Quiz Content Guides that provide complete lists of all available quizzes. For each quiz, the guides show the grade level of the content, the topic, the standard(s) assessed, and the Test ID, which students will need for accessing the quiz. Quiz Content Guides are
available for Mathematics (Grades 1–8), English Language Arts (Grades K–8), and Science (Grades K–High School).

Sample of a Quiz Content Guide

In the Quiz Content Guide, teachers can locate the quiz(izes) they would like students to take. Teachers may use a keyword or topic search to help locate appropriate quizzes. Once the quiz is identified, the teacher should note the unique Test ID for each quiz he or she wants to administer. When ready, teachers should provide students with the following information in order to administer the quiz.

- The URL for accessing the quiz (http://test.achievementseries.com)
- The School’s Site ID
- The Student’s ID (for Achievement Series)
- The Test ID for each quiz they should take

What if a student accidentally takes the wrong quiz or enters an incorrect Test ID?

A student’s quiz can be spoiled if an incorrect quiz was taken. For instructions on spoiling tests, see Achievement Series User Guide for Teachers, page 183.

How can staff use quiz results?

Quizzes4All is a tool that helps identify overall class performance, as well as individual students’ needs. Teachers can use quiz results to measure student progress and identify areas of future instructional focus. For information about the available reports, see Working with Reports.

Where can I find more information?

Refer to the following documents:

- System Requirements for Achievement Series Testing at Home
- Taking Achievement Series Tests at Home
- Viewing Student Test Results in Class Reports
- Achievement Series User Guide for Teachers
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